Boneprox joins NVIDIA Inception
Boneprox announced today that they have joined the, NVIDIA Inception, a
program designed to nurture startups revolutionizing industries with
advancements in AI and data sciences.
Through Boneprox’s patented AI-analysis of already existing data, e.g.
dental x-ray systemic diseases can be identified at an earlier stage. This
will result in proactive treatments and better quality of life for the patient
and their families.
NVIDIA Inception will allow Boneprox to accelerate ongoing R&D projects
that will help and improve the dental and healthcare sectors through high
performance
algorithms built with NVIDIA’s tech assistance, reach out to the target
market and train models on the high acceleration GPUs. This e-program
will also offer Boneprox the opportunity to collaborate with industryleading experts and other AI-focused organizations.
Boneprox believes that with a keen interest in the field, genuine desire to
help others and a commitment to continuously learn reinforces its passion
to work for the healthcare sector.
Boneprox joined the NVIDIA Inception program with the goal to enhance
and train deep neural networks on the high performance GPUs and to use
the NVIDIA Deep Learning Institute (DLI)platform to create a talent pool
with different courses that could potentially benefit employees. Through
the collaboration with NVIDIA, Boneprox would develop algorithms that will
not only help the dental care but also create a more personal experience
for the patients.
“NVIDIA is a revolutionary brand and offers us potential in all the markets we
serve. The various technologies and functionality will strengthen our core offering
and further define our footprints in the healthcare sector - Shreya Desai , Head of
Machine Learning”

NVIDIA Inception is a program that helps startups during critical stages of
product development, prototyping and deployment. Every Inception
member gets a custom set of ongoing benefits, such as DLI credits,
marketing support and technology assistance, which provides startups
with essential tools to help them grow.
The team behind Boneprox has found a way to bridge the gap between
health and dental care by making dentists an important instance to early
diagnose diseases through A.I analysis of dental x-rays. In addition to their
AI analyses, Boneprox has built a Saas-platform where dentists get access
to specialists. This solution supports an immediate resource of diagnose
and treatment for other diseases, such as oral cancer.

